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A new report that analyzed the forthcoming movie from conservative filmmaker Dinesh D‟Souza warns that 

based on the 2020 election, Democrats have a “cunning plan” for the future. 

After previewing the documentary “2,000 Mules,” New York Post columnist Miranda Devine wrote that “pesky 

evidence is starting to emerge of systematic schemes to subvert the electoral process — which must not be 

allowed to happen again if we are to restore faith in elections.” 

Devine called the movie — which debuts next month — “the most compelling evidence to date” concerning the 

race between then-President Donald Trump and Democrat Joe Biden and said research conducted by the 

election integrity group True the Vote reveals what appears to be “suspicious ballot harvesting.” 

The Western Journal reached out to the Biden White House for comment but did not immediately receive a 

response. 

The research Devine cited relied on sophisticated tracking and surveillance video to reach its conclusions. 

True the Vote acquired 3 trillion geo-location signals from cellphones that were near ballot drop boxes and 

election nonprofits in the weeks leading up to the Nov. 3, 2020 vote. 

“Then they went searching for „mules,‟ operatives who picked up ballots from election NGOs — such as Stacey 

Abrams‟ outfit, „Fair Fight Action‟ — and then carried them to different drop boxes, depositing between three 

to 10 ballots in each box before moving to the next,” Devine wrote. 

Catherine Engelbrecht, founder of True the Vote, said she chose the term “mule” for the people involved in the 

operation because “it felt a lot like a cartel, it felt like trafficking … This is in its essence ballot trafficking … 

You have the collectors. You have the stash houses, which are the nonprofits. And then you have the mules that 

are doing the drops.” 
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Devine wrote that the network included individuals in battleground states who collected ballots from 

organizations that were ostensibly out to help everybody vote and then put them in drop boxes, a few at a time. 

“The extent of the operation is jaw-dropping,” she said.  “When a mule is matched with video, you can see the 

scheme come to life,” she wrote. Devine noted one snippet from the film. 

“A car pulls up at a drop box after midnight. A man gets out, looks around surreptitiously, approaches the box, 

stuffs in a handful of ballots and hightails it out of there. Then he goes to the next box, again and again,” she 

wrote. 

D‟Souza said the efforts of the mules could have swung the election based on his contention that at least 

380,000 potentially fraudulent votes were tracked by the project. 

“Shockingly, even this narrow way of looking at just our 2,000 mules in these swing states gives Trump the win 

with 279 electoral votes to Biden‟s 259,” he said. 

Devine said that‟s hard to prove. “There is no way to scrutinize those ballots now and see if they are fraudulent 

but if we must have drop boxes at election time, they need to be secure and under 24/7 surveillance,” she said. 

She said Republicans cannot spend all of their time on the 2020 election because it “makes them look like sore 

losers.”  However, she also noted an interview with Trump in which he compared the election to a diamond 

theft at Tiffany‟s. 

“There‟s no getting the diamonds back now. But we can stop the store being robbed again,” Devine wrote. 
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